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Abstract 

Our team has mobilized a multidisciplinary group of artists, institutions, 

architects, and landscape architects to come together around reinvisioning 

possible futures for the landscape of the Kavtiskhevi limestone quarry in 

the Republic of Georgia. We have taken an approach that seeks to not only 

physically repair areas of the quarry to increase biodiversity, but to also 

alter them in ways that invite new educational and cultural interactions 

with the site and its environs. Our proposal posits a series of creative 

interventions that reimagine this former industrial land as a biologically 

diverse and vibrant public resource.  

 

Introduction 

The project sits at a number of intersections that characterize the 

postquarry landscape: building and unbuilding, iconographies and 

ecologies, social and natural ecologies, model and method, remediation and 

manufactured landscapes. Our quarry restoration approach includes 

creating new integrated planting systems and drainage designs to restore 

soil, curb erosion, and benefit the area’s wildlife. In addition, we see our 

proposal as being in support of various existing users of the site—quarry 

operators, shepherds, etc—as well as introducing new cultural 

collaborations.  We are working in partnership with the Center of 

Contemporary Art Tbilisi, and with the support of Art Villa Garikula, 

located near the quarry site in the district of Akhalkalaki.  Both institutions 

sponsor wellrespected international art festivals and have expressed 



interest in incorporating the quarry site into their work with visiting 

artists and exhibitions.  

 

Objectives  

Our primary objective is the coordination of design interventions toward a 

holistic ecological restoration strategy. As a multidisciplinary team, we 

bring to our understanding of restoration ecology a synthetic set of 

concerns that work across scientific, social, and economic sectors. 

Coordinating these ecological concerns with cultural and educational 

aspirations is the guiding intention of our proposal and can be seen 

throughout our approach and methods. Toward this end, site access is a 

primary concern for our project as we propose to weave together a 

composite postextraction plan that can address a wide range of 

constituencies. While keeping potential visitors safe and clear from active 

quarrying operations, it is our belief that allowing a variety of usergroups 

to visit the site—from shepherds to scientists to artists and beyond—this 

quarry has the potential to gain international recognition as a model of 

returning industrial land to a mixeduse and publicly accessible site.  

 

Background Information 

Located on a hillside facing the Georgian industrial city of Kaspi and 

situated along the country’s primary watercourse, the Kavtiskehevi quarry 

has played a central role in the industrial modernization of Georgia from 

the early Soviet era to the present. Cement made from limestone displaced 

from the quarry has been used in some of the most recognizable 

nationbuilding projects in Georgia’s infrastructural development.  Signal 

projects from across the 20th century and across the country—from dams to 

highways—were constructed from material from this hillside.  As such, we 



see this site as not only uniquely situated in its immediate environment, 

but important to the history and narrative of the entire country. 

 

In addition to its history as an industrial hub, this quarry of course also 

carries the mark of deep time. In the Georgian language, Kaspi the city 

shares its name with the Caspian Sea, which currently lays 400km to the 

east, and whose water once submerged the valley in which the quarry now 

sits. The limestone deposits of the quarry carry the mineral and fossil 

remains of an ancient seabed—in a particularly pure and concentrated drift 

form. Along with the myriad of plants that are already recolonizing the 

alkali soil can be found fossil remnants of this former sea. Currently 

shepherds are gradually making use of the ruderal vegetation and will 

remain the primary users of the quarry site once its operation is halted in 

late 2014.  

 

The Kavtiskhevi quarry is one of Georgia’s largest limestone aggregate 

quarries, with material being excavated, crushed, and processed into a base 

ingredient in Heidelberg’s cement plant in nearby Kaspi. Quarry operations 

were started in 1936, and the operation is currently readying for transition 

to a second hillside site to the east of the current quarry. The area of the 

quarry is ~183 hectares and is generally marked by a moderate dry 

continental climate. There are currently publicprivate partnership 

initiatives in place for the protection of natural resources; however, there 

are currently no social, cultural, or economic projects in place or planned 

for the site.  

 

Methods 

As designers, historians, artists, and landscape architects, we adopted a 

range of methods—from onsite topographic surveys to historical site 



research, and from plant surveys to restoration planning. The range of 

onsite disturbance and biodiversity, coupled with the significant social 

content of the quarry and its proximity to the city of Kaspi, demands an 

approach that can account for both the ecological as well as the cultural 

aspects of site design. 

Our method and approach can be broken into these four stages: 

1. Quarry reconnaissance 

2. Ecological + Cultural asset identification 

3. Detailed topographic/hydrologic survey 

4. Design proposals 

Our first step was quarry reconnaissance—walking and documenting 

transects of the entire quarry site—from crushing operations to active 

quarrying to the stretch of mudslide.  This first pass provided us with a 

layoftheland as well as established a clear understanding of access and 

the possibilities/difficulties in traversing the site as it currently stands.  

From this wideranging site scan, we identified five key moments of 

ecological/cultural intensity for further study. These sites included: 1. A 

local sulfur spring; 2. Two key hydrological drainages; 3. Quarry periphery; 

4. Site of current crushing operations; 5. Limestone gondola tower.  

With a totalstation used for land surveying, we conducted site surveys of 

key siteclusters in order to develop more accurate hydrological and 

topographic models. This topographic work allowed us to identify existing 

conditions and understand why certain drainage patterns were not working 

systemically. 

Synthesizing this information, we developed a set of design proposals that 

seek to promote biodiversity and increase habitats, while simultaneously 



supporting the educational aspects of postextraction remediation by 

increasing knowledge of biodiversity. Our design proposals seek to involve 

and integrate numerous stakeholders—from the Heidelberg corporation to 

quarry workers, and from residents of Kaspi to shepherds who use the site 

for grazing.  Below we discuss in depth the results from our design proposal. 

Results 

Central to our design approach is the development of a quarry toolkit that 

aids in managing the complexities of the postextraction landscape. This 

toolkit allows us to develop design thinking that operates between 

sitespecificity and more general siteconditions. While our approach was 

developed in response to the Khavtiskevi quarry in particular, we thought 

of the toolkit as a more general approach that might assist Heidelberg in 

thinking through and communicating postextraction planning at any of 

their quarry sites worldwide. As such, our results can be seen as both 

following from the sitesurveys we conducted in Kaspi as well as developing 

a more abstract framework that can travel beyond Georgia. 

 

The toolkit works by isolating key site conditions that currently exist 

across the site in numerous areas. We consider these conditions 

typologically, and expect them to be relatively similar to conditions found 

at quarries with related extraction methods. Issues around access, site 

grading, planting regimes/technologies, and waterflow and retention, are 

shared concerns at all quarry sites, and diagrams on pages 1636 of the 

attached appendix describe the ways in which this toolkit addresses these 

and more conditions. The toolkit is fundamentally a planning document, 

meant to provide a visual and conceptual organization of possible design 

approaches.  

 



Our toolkit is then augmented by specific design proposals for the various 

sites of ecological/cultural promise as outlined in the Methods section. 

These design proposals suggest a way of occupying the site that is at once 

oriented toward human occupation and biodiversity. The six sites and 

design proposals are as follows: 

 

1. Drainage strategy: (pp. 2829, appendix) Our site survey identified two 

primary drainages on site—one on the east and the other on the west 

of the mudslide. These gullies already show signs of enhanced plant 

biodiversity, yet they have not been considered as a continuous 

biotope with unique opportunities for habitat restoration. 

Additionally, certain quarrying operations have cutoff and disrupted 

the natural course of the drainage. Our proposal suggests simple 

sitework to reintegrate these drainages by a. clearing certain debris 

piles, b. constructing active pooling areas through simple excavation, 

and c. constructing a series of ditches at the toe of quarry slopes to 

direct waterflow into these drainages as opposed to pooling locally. 

2. Sulfursprings pool: (pp. 3031, appendix) The pool is designed around 

an existing seep on the quarry site. Planned as a site of focused 

ecological biodiversity, the seep is a unique condition in a site 

otherwise marked primarily by broad expanses of limestone. 

Currently, the seep exists as a series of muddy, eroded pools, and 

spans a haul road in an arbitrary and unproductive way. Despite its 

current status as an operational hindrance, it carries the promise of a 

unique and focused habitat on site. Our proposal for this site is to 

coordinate roadimprovement and reengineered ponding in order to 

provide a number of edges for habitat restoration as well as for 

human occupation. This proposal is aimed at enhancing the habitat 



for amphibious animal species as well as improvement and adding to 

the riparian plant communities currently on site. 

3. Overlook: (pp. 35, appendix)The primary site overlook is located at the 

parking area/access point on the upper end of the quarry. The 

overlook provides an elevated platform with interpretive plaques 

orienting people to the site and Heidelberg’s efforts at quarry 

remediation. We propose that the overlook be a simple shelter made 

out of concrete—referencing the material product of the quarry 

operation. The overlook will provide a point of reflection and access 

to the entire site, and will introduce users to the system of paths and 

nodes.  

4. Orientation: (pp. 36, appendix)The primary overlooks would be 

augmented by additional quarry flora markers, which orient visitors 

and consider how the care of the quarry’s plant species will 

contribute to increased biodiversity, water drainage, and stability of 

the site as parts of it are changed over from industrial to public use. 

We are interested in the physical characteristics of the quarry flora, 

and are also committed to its additional historical, medicinal, or 

cultural attributes. As a way of sharing these findings we plan to 

include a series of informational markers that would be located in the 

proposed Overlook areas, and at additional areas throughout the site. 

5. Shade structures: (pp. 20, appendix) While we plan that the 

bestpractices restoration efforts of Heidelberg will draw a more 

diverse set of visitors to the site, it will be used on daily basis by 

shepherds and local kids who pass through the area. To address this 

user group and to perhaps draw Kaspi residents to the restoration 

efforts, we propose a series of simple shade structures modeled after 

the vernacular versions seen throughout the region. Consisting of 



wooden poles and slats, the shade structures will be primarily located 

at the toes of slopes, providing a shelter from wind and sun. 

6. AdoptAGondola:(pp. 21, appendix) The existing aggregate gondola 

system is not only a working quarry infrastructure, but is also and 

importantly a highly visible link between the quarry and the city of 

Kaspi. We propose to use this otherwise overlooked infrastructure to 

develop an interactive and socially engaged artwork around the idea 

of ‘adopt a gondola’. We propose to invite Heidelberg quarry workers 

and kids from Kaspi to paint the exterior of a gondola—punctuating 

this otherwise workaday infrastructure with bright color and 

marking each gondola with a unique identity tied to the group who 

painted it. We imagine such a simple and inexpensive gesture has the 

potential to reorient this infrastructure from liability to asset. 

 

Discussion 

One of the primary objectives of our design approach is to bridge the gap 

between ecological and cultural systems—where we see the quarry as not 

just a place for plant biodiversity but also for cultural and educational use 

as well. In our early conversations with residents in and around Kaspi, we 

were struck by the extent to which the quarry and its associated kilns 

define the overall identity of the region. As such, our design approach 

attempts to address the quarry as a site of cultural and civic memory as 

well as a testingground for remediation strategies.  

 

Through the linking of these two registers, we suggest that ecological 

restoration and biodiversity can also be mobilized to reintroduce humans 

with their landscapes. As such, much of our design work seeks to offer a 

curated set of opportunities for people to access the site, to traverse its 

expanse, and to be educated in the site’s history, the materiality of quarry 



operations, and to experience firsthand the bioremediation strategies we 

are proposing. For us, this reflects a fundamental value system: that, as 

artist and landscape architects, we are working in both the realm of the 

natural as well as the realm of the public.  

 

Conclusions 

In moving forward, if our proposal were chosen the following would be our 

next steps: 

1. Consultation with ecologists to finalize species list. 

2. Establish and extend relationships with existing nurseries to supply 

planting materials. 

3. After slope stabilization is complete, work with Heidelberg 

earthmoving crew onsite to reshape terrain in key areas. 

4. Develop final drawings for key design elements as discussed in 

Results above. 

5. Begin construction on these key elements, with Heidelberg cement 

being the primary material. 

 

Additionally, in Autumn 2015 the Center of Contemporary Art (CCA) in 

Tbilisi will be hosting its third Tbilisi Triennial. With the director of the 

CCA as part of our project team, we see an exceptional opportunity to team 

with the efforts of the Triennial to extend the visibility of this project. We 

propose that our work at the Kavtiskhevi quarry be considered as a remote 

site for this international art expo, with the potential for the 

AdoptAGondola portion of the project being initiated at this time. As we 

did in our initial presentation to the Heidelberg team in Georgia, we would 

position this project not only in relation to postextraction landscape, but 

also in a lineage of art practices that take remediation and ecological 

restoration as a generative objective. In this, Heidelberg has the 



opportunity to contribute in a meaningful way to advancing both the 

practice and the discourse of landscape restoration. 

 

### 

 



APPENDIX:

OVERVIEW
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2 KAVTISKHEVI QUARRY

Today, at Kavtiskhevi Quarry, limestone is quarried, crushed, and 

transported by gondolas to HeidelbergCement’s lime kiln in Kaspi. 

However, these operations will soon cease, beginning a new chapter for 

the 180-hectare site. HeidelbergCement will then implement a long-term 

re-cultivation plan for the quarry to increase the biodiversity of the site 

and provide grazing land for local herdsmen. 

A NEW CHAPTER

OVERVIEW
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Center for Contemporary Art
Tbilisi Ruderal Academy

The Institute for Marking and Measuring
Sam Fox School of Art and Design
Washington University

Knowlton School of Architecture
Ohio State University

PARTNERSHIPS AND AFFILIATIONS - INTERNATIONAL
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CENTER OF CONTEMPORARY ART-TBILISI
& CLOUD LIBRARY
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GARIKULA ART VILLA

6 KAVTISKHEVI QUARRYCULTURAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT - GEORGIA



QUARRY TEAM
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Explorers
Vegetation
Wildlife

Grazing

Researchers

Mining

MINING OPERATIONS RE-CULTIVATION ESTABLISHMENT 

After mining operations cease disturbing the site, we propose enhancing 

and adding elements to the quarry landscape to accommodate an 

increasing and diverse range of human, vegetal, and animal communities. 

This diagram illustrates that previously attenuated populations will grow 

in size and range after quarrying operations. 

AFTER QUARRYING OPERATIONS
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We identified a 8 communities that will share use of the site after 

quarrying operations cease. These communities have intersecting, 

mutually beneficial, and sometimes conflicting needs. Our proposal seeks 

to minimize conflicts and provide material and architectural support for 

use and growth of these communities.  

In addition to established communities, we will introduce artists and 

explorers to the re-cultivated Kavtiskhevi Quarry, in a series of social 

and cultural events. These events will be initiated in partnership with the 

Center for Contemporary Art-Tbilisi during the Second Tbilisi Triennial in 

October of 2015. 

COMMUNITY NEEDS

COMMUNITY NEEDS
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Catherine Mosbach
Louve-Lens Museum
Lens, France

Latz + Partner,
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
Duisburg, Germany

Mel Chin, Revival Field
Pig’s Eye Landfill
 St. Paul, Minnesota, USA

Johnson Pit #30
 Robert Morris
Kent, Washington, USA

D.I.R.T. Studio, AMD & Art Park
Vintondale, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania, USA

Herman Prigran
Stairway to Heaven
Bochum, Germany

ECOLOGICAL AESTHETICS: RECLAMATION



To serve these communities, we propose a series of design interventions,  

organized as Quarry Rules, relating to topographic and hydrological 

changes, re-planting, and the insertion of new architectural elements. 

They are based around 5 themes: Re-Cultivate, Re-Grade, Re-Inhabit, 

Re-Construct, and Re-Cover. The form and function of the  Quarry Rules 

are explained in greater detail in the subsequent slides. 

QUARRY RULES
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QUARRY TOOLKIT

RE-GRADE RE-CULTIVATE RE-COVER RE-CONSTRUCT RE-INHABIT

1.1 Slope Stabilization

+0

Blast and secure limestone
faces and edges.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

0 2.1 Plant the Slopes

+2

Slopes facing toward Kaspi 
tranform the site from a 
municipal scar to a re-vegitated
signal of change.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

0 3.1 Fence the Slopes

+2–3

At key areas, slopes should be
fenced to keep grazing animals
along the flats and to safeguard
new slope plantings.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

0 4.1 Sun Shelter

+3–4

Simple vernacular sun shelters
are constructed at key points in 
the quarry site to provide shade to 
various users and shepherds.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

0 5.1 Well + Drainage

+1–5

At one or two key points on site, we 
propose to dig an artesian well 
(as seen throughout villages in the area) 
to provide drinking water as well as 
channeling into orchard plantings.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

0

5.2 Prismatic Gondolas

+1–5

As part of the Tbilisi Triennial, we 
propose an interactive art piece 
incorporating the agregate gondolas. 
Workers and inhabitants are invited 
to paint a single gondal car--turning this 
forgotten infrastructure into a point of
visibility and education for the area.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

04.2 Overlook

+3–4

The overlook will be the primary
point for orienting visitors and serves
as a threshold between parking and
path system.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

02.2 Seed the Flats

+2

Simple native grasses are to
be planted on the slopes for 
erosion control and for grazing.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

0 3.2 Ditch | Mulch | Shelterbelt

+2–3

At the toe of slopes, a ditch is dug to 
accumulate runoff, to channel
mulch, and eventually to host a 
variety of tree/shelterbelt plantings.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

01.2 Re-Contour Paths

+1

Regrade slopes to accomodate
access and traverse. Site sequence
forms a trail circuit that helps
interpret  the site and introduces
individuals to the restoration work
of Heidelberg.

NAME

YEAR

INFO

0



Due to its scale and location close to Tbilisi, Kavtiskhevi quarry will be 

flagship ecological restoration project in Georgia and the Caucasus region.

Our proposal develops interventions increase the visibility of restoration 

project at range of scales, provide safe access and points of interest to 

stakeholders and national and international  environmental leaders. The 

project will serve as a proof of concept and examples of best management 

practices to encourage and inform similar ecological restoration projects 

in the region, while underscoring Heidelberg Cement’s commitment to 

environmental justice and the “triple bottom line” of sustainability. 

VISIBILITY AND LEGIBILITY
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RE-CONTOUR DRAINAGE

OVERLOOK + PARKING

SUN SHELTER + WELL

OVERLOOK

SUN SHELTER

SULFUR SPRING POOL

PRISMATIC GONDOLAS

MTKVARI OVERLOOK + ACCESS

SITE PLAN AND TRAIL CIRCUIT

N2oom



SPRING BLOOMS IN KAVTISKHEVI
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NEW SHADE
STRUCTURES 

While we plan that the best-practices 
restoration efforts of Heidelberg will 
draw a more diverse set of visitors to 
the site, it will be used on daily basis by 
shepherds and local kids who pass through 
the area. To address this user group and 
to perhaps draw Kaspi residents to the 
restoration efforts, we propose a series 
of simple shade structures modeled after 
the vernacular versions seen throughout 
the region. Consisting of wooden poles 
and slats, the shade structures will be 
primarily located at the toes of slopes, 
providing a shelter from wind and sun.
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ADOPT-A- 
GONDOLA 

 The existing aggregate gondola system is 
not only a working quarry infrastructure, 
but is also and importantly a highly visible 
link between the quarry and the city of 
Kaspi. We propose to use this otherwise 
overlooked infrastructure to develop an 
interactive and socially engaged artwork 
around the idea of ‘adopt a gondola’. 
We propose to invite Heidelberg quarry 
workers and kids from Kaspi to paint the 
exterior of a gondola—punctuating this 
otherwise workaday infrastructure with 
bright color and marking each gondola 
with a unique identity tied to the group 
who painted it. We imagine such a simple 
and inexpensive gesture has the potential 
to reorient this infrastructure from 
liability to asset.
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Shallow excavation
for rainwater collection

 Access trail

SLOPE RE-GRADING AFTER DETONATION

Slope after detonations

Existing high wall

HIGHWALL  AREA DRAINAGE PLATEAU
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Shallow excavation
for rainwater collection
for wetland plant and animal 
species.

Access path

SLOPE RE-GRADING AFTER DETONATION

Slope after detonations
Geotextile reinforced 

and seeded.

Trees planted to create 
shade and cool areas in 

riparian zone
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Deep furrows
For new planting

 Access trail

HIGH WALL AREA DRAINAGE PLATEAU

Slope terraces

Existing Grade

Counter slopes along 
terraces to reduce erosion

SLOPE RE-CULTIVATION
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Furrows etched into plateaus to 
support seedlings. 

SLOPE RE-GRADING AFTER DETONATION

Slope after detonations:
Countersloped to 

intercept sediment, water, 
and wind-borne seeds.

Trees planted to create 
shade and cool areas in 

riparian zone

Pedestrian access path
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Haul vehicles from new quarry site

Shelterbelt  trees to reduce dust
And decrease wind erosion

HAUL ROAD
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Shelterbelt planting to 
reduce dust an erosion

Haul Road from 
w  quarry to 

crusher
Roadside drainage planted 

with wetland species

SHELTERBELTS
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Deep furrows
For new planting

 Access trail

HIGHWALL AREA DRAINAGE PLATEAU

Slope terraces

Existing Grade

Weir to decrease 
runoff velocity and 

prevent erosionCounterslopes along 
terraces to reduce erosion
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Slope after detonations
Countersloped to 

intercept sediment, water, 
and windborne seeds.

Weirs installed  to decrease 
runoff velocity and prevent 

erosion

Pools behind weirs create wetland conditions 
for a diversity of species. 

RE-CONTOURING SITE DRAINAGE
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Large sediment collects in first basin

A sand filter more finely filters the water in the second basin

A wetland buffer basin slows the water and provides habitat

Visitor Access

Water Inflow

Pure water swimming basin

A second wetland basin provides 
additional habitat and filters the water 
again before releasing it into the quarry

SULFUR SPRINGS POOL

Water Outflow

VISUALIZATION
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SULFUR SPRINGS POOL

VISUALIZATION

We propose building a series of 
pools that will clean and filter 

the water from two sulphur 
springs at the Kavtiskhevi 

quarry.  Traditional Georgian 
balneotherapy  (water therapy) 
encourages soaking in mineral 

waters to cure a variety of 
ailments. Sulphur (Gogirdis) 

water is used in treating arthritis 
and skin disorders. 
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In parallel, at the toe of 
the slope, the emergent 

wetland species appear as 
a complementary band of 

vegetation

Woody species planted on 
tops of ridges decrease wind 

velocity, minimize erosion, 
and create a strong visual 
pattern, visible from afar

 

BANDS OF ALTERNATING WOODY AND WETLAND SPECIES

WOODY SPECIES for Kavtiskhevi
Acer campestre
Lycium babarum
Ailanthus altisima
Malus  orientalis
Berberis iberica
Mespilus  germanica
Berberis vulgaris
Morus alba
Carpinus orientalis
Morus nigra
Carpinus betulus
Paliurus spina-christi
Cerasus  microcarp
Prunus spinosa
Colutea orientalis
Punica granatum
Cornus mas
Pyrus  salicifolia
Corylus avellana
Pyrus caucasica
Cotinus cogyggria
Quercus iberica
Cotoneaster  integrrimus
Rhamnus pallasii
Crataegus  kyrtostyla
Rosa canina agg.
Crataegus pentagyna
Rosa pimpinellifolia
Elaeagnus angustifolia
Rubus  caucasicus
Fraxinus excelsior/oxycarpa
Sambucus nigra
Juglans regia
Spiraea hypericifolia
Ligustrum vulgare
Swida australis
Lonicera caucasica
Ulmus minor/glabra
Lonicera iberica
Viburnum lantata
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Ridges planted with woody 
species such as   Cotinus 

coggygria,  Ephedra 
procera, Paliurus spina

Small drainages excavated at 
toe of slope provide habitat 

for emergent wetland species 
such as Cyperus fuscus  

 

BANDS OF ALTERNATING WOODY AND WETLAND SPECIES
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Deeper ponds excavated 
for  Scirpus Lacustrus

Thickets of 
Cytisus scoparius 

Crataegus pentgyna
provide shelter for small 

animals

 

BANDS OF ALTERNATING WOODY AND WETLAND SPECIES
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A NETWORK OF OVERLOOKS
A SECTION OF OUR STUDY MODEL

Shallow excavation for immersion 
wetland species.

New river cobble road connects the 
overlooks and provides a continuous 
visual counterpart to the quarry 
limestone.

The overlook typology has a language 
of three elements: a planted node along 
the quarry road to signify  a stopping 
point; a set of benches to sit and enjoy 
the scenery; and the HeidelbergCement 
overlook monument.  The monument 
designates the point of interest and 
includes relevant information. 

The quarry face after it has been 
stabilized.

Overlook monument

Benches

Vegetation



Shown here are two  examples of  potential images for 
interpretive signs. Upon final design, the text will be 
translated to Georgian.  The images would transfer well 
to stained or sandblasted concrete tablets. They could 
also be used in more temporal ways, as a series of printed 
flags created in conjunction with the shepherds’ shade 
structures, for example.  

The creation of this series of images and collected plant-
lore would be an important link for our Quarry project 
to work in collaboration with the Community Related 
Knowledge theme of the Center for Contemporary 
Art- Tbilisi’s Triennial taking place in the Fall of 2015. 
Botanists, herbalists, chefs, farmers, scientists, healers, 
artists, and many other local citizens could all be potential 
contributors to a collection of information about the many 
histories and uses of  the wide variety of plant species that 
grow in the quarry area. 

BIODIVERSITY 
& LANDSCAPE INTERPRETATION
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Thank you to our collaborators at Heidelberg Cement:
Keti Bogveli, Amy Wedel, Giorgi Chaladze

Team
Sarah Cowles  ruderalacademy@gmail.com
Jesse Vogler   jessevogler@gmail.com
Joanie Walbert  joan.walbert@gmail.com
Erin Forrest   everydayiremember@gmail.com

In Georgia
Wato Tsereteli  wato@cca
Director, CCA-Tbilisi  
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